I[NTRODUCTION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-1}
==========================

Ultrasound is the term that describes the sound signal wave\'s pulse frequencies above the domain of real human hearing, and their publishing (propagation) in a medium. Diagnostic ultrasound in the medical field is a form that utilizing ultrasound power and acoustic features of the organs of human body or phantoms to produce an image from constant and moving tissue.\[[@ref1]\] The usage of ultrasound into medical imaging field dates back more than 55 years and it launched was first with a therapeutic field rather than the diagnostic field.\[[@ref2]\] The first article on medical imaging ultrasound was published in 1942 by Dr. Dussik at University of Vienna. This article displayed the transmission ultrasound of brain and many of researches done for medical ultrasound field.\[[@ref3]\]

The sound is a mechanical power (energy) which travel or propagate during flexible (elastic) continuous medium by the rarefaction and compression of elements that compose it. Rarefaction is an area where the elements furthest from each other, whereas the compression is an area where the elements are closest together. The energy (power) traveling occurs when the signal wave front in the direction of power propagate, called as a longitudinal wave. The distance between both of rarefaction and compression or between each two spots which regenerate on the sinusoidal signal wave known as the wavelength (λ). In contrast, the quantity of times the signal wave fluctuates (oscillates) during a cycle count each second known as the frequency (f).\[[@ref1]\] When the frequency exceeds 20KHz, the human cannot hear it, and this process called ultrasound.\[[@ref4]\] The speed of sound relies on both the compressibility and density of the medium and variates largely with materials variation.\[[@ref5]\] The relationship between the wavelength (λ), frequency (f), and the velocity (c) given by this formula (2):
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The probe or the transducer is a necessary component in an ultrasound system. The transducer has an ingredient that has the ability to produce ultrasound signal waves, and these signals occur when the electric current passes through the probe ingredient. This process called piezoelectric (PE) influence. Furthermore, the main function of the probe is sending ultrasound energy into body organs or into samples and then receiving the reflected signal echoes that may be processed via ultrasound unit into images displayed on a screen monitor. When a voltage utilized by PE element, this will produce a pressure signal wave. The ingredient utilized as a PE element made of crystal, like plastic and lead zirconate titanate which is the most common ingredient to be used basic components of an ultrasound probe are shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} In addition to the crystal which was described before, both of backing and matching materials are very significant components of the system. Matching layer is item situated between the PE material and the phantom sample or the patient. The acoustic resistance in matching layer is coming between PE material and the skin or the surface of the phantom sample, this help to produce a reflection of ultrasound power, then permits for larger energy of ultrasound to transporting through the tissues or blood vessels to produce images.\[[@ref6]\] However, backing material, also called damping material, is placed behind the PE ingredient to reduce the pulse period. When the pulse period reduces, it becomes shortened, and this help to improve broadens bandwidth and resolution. The broadens bandwidth technique permits the probe to have a wide range of frequencies.\[[@ref7]\] Choosing probes depend on the organ (structure) being tested and on the size of patient or phantom. Generally, the highest probable frequency should be applied because it will increase the resolution, while the lower frequency decrease the resolution and lead to increases the penetration.\[[@ref8]\] However, linear probe with a frequency of more than 5 MHz is required in Doppler image scanning.\[[@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13]\]

![Basic components of ultrasound probe (transducer)](JMU-26-3-g002){#F1}

The ultrasound beam travels like a longitudinal signal wave from the probe surface area into the medium, and displays two beam models: a diverging beam (far field) and a converging beam (near field). However, both the frequency of emitted sound and probe diameter were determine the near-field length in unfocused single element probe.

The Doppler effect of sound is sometimes the common case in our lives. For instance, consider understanding and realizing the influence of the sound on the hearing, like a vehicle approaching and then go away from a listener. The pitch of sound increases when the car approaches then suddenly sound pitch decrease as the car moves away from the listener. The rising frequency or pitch of the sound waves displays the constant frequencies from the hear add to the known rise in frequencies from the velocity of the vehicle in motion toward the listener. When both the vehicle and listener are constant, the wave pulse frequency of the vehicle at eardrums is stationary. This principle of car and listener is identical to the principle of B-mode in an ultrasound system. In B-mode, both the source (probe) of the ultrasound pulse frequency and target tissue are nearly constant. Thus, the frequency pitch of the transmitting ultrasound pulse waves and also the frequency pitch of the returning signals echoes are identical.\[[@ref14][@ref15]\] No proportional motion from pulse to pulse when the flow is vertical (perpendicular) on the beam. Thus, the Doppler signal size based on many factors. The first one is, blood speed: as speed increases, the Doppler frequency also increases. Second, ultrasound frequency: rising ultrasound frequency will produce high Doppler frequency. Like in B-mode, when the ultrasound frequencies decrease, the penetration will improve. Finally, the angle of insonation: when the beam of ultrasound has much aligned toward the direction of the flow, the Doppler frequency will rise (the angle of insonation between the medical ultrasound beam and the blood flow direction becomes smaller).

Doppler ultrasound supply is an instrument, which it is using for measuring the blood speed and flow, also it is utilized in the research field and clinical field investigations to quantify the range and influence of arterial disease.\[[@ref13]\] In Doppler imaging of the blood, the constant object usually is the probe, and the shifting reflectors that produce the returning signal echoes are originally the red cells.\[[@ref15][@ref16]\] The Doppler shift frequency or the Doppler-shift is known as the variation between the frequencies of transmitted and received of ultrasound waves echoes.\[[@ref17]\] For example, moving of red blood cells at a velocity of 1 m/sec toward the vibration pulses transmitted by an ultrasound probe. 5 MHz is the ultrasound pulse frequency of the probe, 5 MHz is equal to 5 × 10^6^ Hz. By applying the Doppler shift formula (see equation 2). The Doppler-shift is positive and is approximately 6490 Hz.\[[@ref14]\] As in the former example, the Doppler-shift frequencies is in the field of human\'s audible frequencies and thus can be heard when operated through the speaker. However, the capacity of the ear to interpret signals is special as proof from the capacity to recognize one person\'s sound from another person\'s. Hearing sound constant to be utilized by expert operators in electronic analyses and shows.\[[@ref18]\]

ΔF~T~=(2f~o~ v cosθ/c)      (2)

Where,

ΔF~T~: Shift Frequency or Doppler Frequency;

f~o~: Ultrasound probe Frequency (Hz);

V: The blood velocity;

Cosθ: Cosine Angle of the Insonation;

C: Speed Sound in Soft Tissue which is equal to1540 m/s.

When the velocity of sound of source (blood) is zero and the frequency of observer (probe or transducer) is constant, there is no Doppler shift in this case, or it is equal to zero and the wave pulse will be concentric in the center V~source(blood)~= 0. However, when the wave pulses transmitted through the motion between the blood and the probe, the wave pulse will be front of concentric and stay no longer, and the Doppler shift increase when the blood move approaches the transducer, and decrease when moving away from the transducer V~source~ ~(blood)~\< V~sound~. When the velocity of blood and probe are identical, the peak of transmitted signal wave reaches the probe with blood together V~source(blood)~= V~sound~. Finally, the transmitted signal wave arrive to the probe after passing the blood at supersonic speed V~source~ ~(blood)~\> V~sound~ \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].\[[@ref15]\]

![Group of images explaining the Doppler Effect](JMU-26-3-g003){#F2}

There are three essential levels of Doppler ultrasound that can be carried out, with any level adding data to the previous level. The initial level is the conventional scale mode or B-mode gray-scale scanning, in this level, no Doppler effect is used. The second one level adjusts a color Doppler examination region of interest (ROI). This level produces an image that displays the blood flow in the vessels. The final level adjusts a small examination area, named a sample volume or gate, along with a vessel of interest.\[[@ref19]\]

T[ECHNICAL]{.smallcaps} O[BSERVANCE AND]{.smallcaps} I[NFORMATION]{.smallcaps} I[NTERPRETATION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-2}
===========================================================================================================

Normal protocols contain common carotid artery (CCA) and Doppler ultrasound examination with a good-resolution linear array probe (5--15 MHz). Three manners should be utilized: B-mode gray imaging, color Doppler flow, and duplex imaging.

B-mode ultrasound imaging of blood flow {#sec2-1}
---------------------------------------

A gray-scale of an ultrasound image with two dimensions is called B-mode ultrasound image, and representing the boundaries of both organ and tissue in a slice over the body.\[[@ref17]\] B-mode represent the brightness-mode due to all pixels in the image are strength power adjusted, that means the brightness-mode of each pixel is relative to the power strength of the ultrasound reflected from the identical structure within the organ body. In the field of medical ultrasound, B-mode imaging is emitting into the body in a group of short pulses usually 0.2 μs through duration period. However, to specify the diameter of a sample in B-mode ultrasound image, using the calipers which appear on the control panel of the ultrasound device. The depth of a reflecting sample can be studied by calculating the time trip between the sending of the ultrasound pulse and the receiving of the reflected signal wave.\[[@ref20]\]

Color ultrasound Doppler imaging of blood {#sec2-2}
-----------------------------------------

There are two ways for color ultrasonic imaging estimation: pulse wave (spectral Doppler) and color-flow modes. The spectral mode testing the blood speeds of particular arteries. Whereas, color-flow mode utilize color-Doppler signals overlie on a B-mode scan image of the artery to evaluate its vascularity. Both ways depend on the Doppler-shift frequencies. Thus, when the signal wave of blood cells (source) is constant or moving in a parallel direction to the probe, there is no variation between transmitted and receiving frequencies, and in this case, the color Doppler signals undiscovered. The positive Doppler frequency occurs when the source flow approaches toward the probe and the receiving signal frequency wave is higher than the emitting frequency. While, a negative Doppler signal frequency occurs when the blood cells move away from the probe, or, in other words, when the frequency of the emitting signal is higher than returning frequency.\[[@ref14][@ref15][@ref21][@ref22]\]

In the traditional Doppler spectral mode, an ultrasound probe array is worked to emit by an emitting ultrasound burst which is frequently fire at pulse repetition frequency (PRF), this PRF is usually in the unit of kilohertz range. However, the return back radiofrequency (RF) signals is discovered by the probe components and then formed into a receive signal beam by a beam former. In a modern (digital) system, the combined RF signal from each firing is demodulated by a demodulator into both its in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) elements. The (I/Q) elements were inserted (combined) over a particular time interval and then sampled. The combined interval and emitted burst length known as the length of sample or sample length or sample volume which determined by the user on the ultrasound device. The sample length pointer consists of parallel lines on both parts of the sample or arterial axis line. The sample length should be positioned within an arterial lumen, and the scale of the sample length size is typically between 0.33 and 0.5 mm of the luminal diameter.\[[@ref23][@ref24]\] This process effectively produces the Doppler signal backscatter from the sample length which should be low and \<2.5 mm.\[[@ref25]\] Then, the Doppler signal is cross over a wall filter which is should be low,\[[@ref25]\] and its main function is to reject any noise in the signal caused by low frequency identical to constant or very slow-moving tissue, inclusive a part of the vessel wall (s).\[[@ref12][@ref23]\] The filtered products are then come into a spectrum.

As we mentioned before, that there are two ways for color ultrasonic imaging estimation. First, in spectral Doppler mode, the spectral sends beams pulsed ultrasound into the blood flow with a particular PRF. The PRF is usually between 64 and 128 A-lines, it resulted from sending and receiving ultrasound beams pulses in a particular direction. To measure the speed of blood flow at a particular depth, the A-lines represent the time-gated to take signals from a wanted depth. The diversities of blood flow speed are displayed as a graphical signal wave shape or image resulted by moving blood called spectrum. The spectrum appears on the spectrum window which represents the mix of Doppler frequencies existing in a particular sample of a vessel during a short period and displaying the normal flow of blood at a regular velocity\[[@ref17]\] \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. When the arteries are normal, the flow acceleration in systole is fast, thus, the peak speed arrives within a few hundredths of a second after the contraction stage of ventricular chamber begins. Furthermore, blood in the middle of the artery shifts quicker than blood at the peripheral side, which is known as laminar flow. The erythrocytes move at an identical speed when the flow is laminar.\[[@ref23]\] This spectrum supplies three functions, time-average maximum velocities (TAMV or mean velocity \[Vm\]), maximum velocities values as peak systolic velocity (PSV or Vp), and end-diastolic velocity (EDV or Vd). Initially, the PSV is the highest spot along the length region of the spectrum, whereas EDV is the finish spot of the cardiac cycle. TAMV is the highest average speed values. Pulsatile index (PI) and resistance index (RI) are calculated using the proportion of the three velocities measurements (TAMV, PSV, and EDV) (see equation 3 and 4).\[[@ref23]\] To make an accurate spectral graphic in real human and animal, it is critical to put the sample gate (sample length) Doppler into an artery. Ordinarily, this may be difficult considering the vessels diameters and the human or animal mobility. however, when the phantom used instead of a real human or animal, the trustful of spectral graphic increased because the phantom is fixed and not moveable.\[[@ref15][@ref26]\] In addition, the direction of blood flow is related to the place of the spectrum in relation to the baseline of the screen, signal shapes above and under the baseline, respectively, represented that the blood cells moving toward and away from the probe. However, adjustment of the Doppler angle is required to measure blood speeds. Doppler angle is the angle of crossing of the ultrasonic signal pulse with the direction of moving blood cells. To make a precise spectrum a Doppler angle of the range between 30° and 60° is required\[[@ref9]\] because the function of cos angle has curve above these angles and there is risk of errors and low accuracy in angle correction.\[[@ref17][@ref27]\] When the Doppler angle is 0°, the top Doppler shift will be done since the cosine of 0° is 1. On the other hand, when the Doppler angle is 90°, no Doppler shift (no flow) will be listed, since the cosine of 90° is 0.\[[@ref27]\] It has been displayed that the peak systolic speed values can change with the Doppler angle applied. Generally, smaller angles will produce lower speeds.\[[@ref28]\]

![Spectral Doppler evaluation of uterine artery](JMU-26-3-g004){#F3}

PI = (PSV/EDV)/TAMV      (3)

RI = (PSV/EDV)/PSV      (4)

Second, color-flow mode, which provides a direct qualitative estimation of the blood flow to various tissues and organs. The vascularity of the sample is evaluated subjectively taking into account the extension of the sample (artery) with color pixels through a continuous real-time test. Compared with the spectral mode, color-flow mode is faster, simpler, and more effective way for evaluation than the spectral mode. The modern Doppler devices show two various modes of color-flow scanning: color-flow and power-flow modes. The conventional color-flow mode utilizes two special colors (Red and Blue). Generally, the difference between red and blue colors, used to appear the vascular blood perfusion of the sample (artery). Furthermore, indicate the direction of the blood relation to the probe. By convection way, red color specks represent blood flow moving toward to the probe, whereas blue color specks indicate red blood cells moving away from the transducer. However, in power-Doppler flow mode, the motion of blood flow is graduated utilizing a single color, which differs according to the strength of the Doppler signals. Power-Doppler imaging has major sensitivity to slow (weak) blood flow, and the power-Doppler mode is not related to the Doppler angle. Thus, power Doppler mode can betterment the estimation of vessels with tiny (small) diameters and weak blood flow.\[[@ref14][@ref15][@ref29]\] However, color gain indicates the amplification of information flow to improve the photograph of flow.\[[@ref14]\] Color gain (the "gain" knob on the ultrasound device) should be highly adjusted without showing background color noise. The color speed (velocity) is the scale of flow speeds that are depicted in color Doppler ultrasound technique.\[[@ref23]\] If the speed scale (the "scale" knob on the ultrasound technique) adjusting is lesser than the flow speed of the artery, aliasing artifacts will exist. The sonographer can reveal the color flow within an arterial lumen by rising the gain or reducing the scale. In addition, when the gain decreases, the color flow artifacts will decrease.\[[@ref12]\]

Duplex imaging {#sec2-3}
--------------

Duplex imaging gathers both the B-mode and pulsed signal wave Doppler (spectral Doppler).\[[@ref9]\] The probe is identical to a B-mode imaging probe but with a little group of the probe elements applied to send and discover pulsed Doppler signals. The residual elements utilize the B-mode imaging. This mechanism lets the blood vessel to be scanned and the depth of sample is adjusted by an option on-monitor screen cursor called the "Doppler gate." The Doppler gate width can be changed to alter the depth range.\[[@ref30]\] A second mark (cursor) on screen monitor is referred to the "angle." The Doppler gate with this angle can be aligned with the direction of the vessel to produce a calculation of the insonation angle with the blood flow thus that speed of blood flow can also be calculated through applying the Doppler formula. Duplex Doppler scanning technique also helps to measure the volume flow which is performed through measuring the lumen diameter on the B-mode image, the highest flow in systole stage, and calculation of the cross-sectional region. When the four cardiac cycles or gear pump in flow phantom are completed, the average flow velocity can be calculated by Doppler spectrum. The device then calculates the volume flow automatically.\[[@ref17][@ref31]\] However, the expression is generally utilized by indicating clinicians when ordering a scanning with the spectral Doppler effect, which mechanically would be further precisely termed as a triplex Doppler since it includes all of gray-scale (B-scan), color Doppler, and spectral Doppler.\[[@ref32]\]
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Pulsed wave Doppler systems imaging {#sec2-4}
-----------------------------------

Pulsed wave (PW) Doppler imaging has the ability of measuring tissue and blood speed from a limited sample volume, range of the time should be known from the probe face. Hence, the additional information regarding the position of the blood scattered which is the main feature of pulsed systems over continuous wave systems. As those PW systems can do this, the pulse of ultrasound is transferred in low bursts, like the traditional B-mode imaging, and the system then converts to receive mode. The distance resulted from switches and converts is the time between the transmitted and received echo with knowing the speed of sound. The main disadvantage that appear with PW Doppler, that the PW Doppler is an inherent, and is not a product of discretization for digital analysis.\[[@ref27][@ref33]\] Since only continuous waves are the goal to Doppler shifts, the pulsed wave cannot measure frequency shift via Doppler technique. Hence, PW systems send many of sequential impulses and the alteration of time (or phase) in the received signals is applied to estimate the Doppler frequency. Usually, 8--32 pulses are emitted; the tradeoff is between precision (more pulses allow more credible estimate allowed by more pulses) and temporal resolution (it takes longer time to emit extra pulses).\[[@ref34]\]

Determination the speed of blood flow {#sec2-5}
-------------------------------------

The mathematic equations for alteration from both the Doppler frequency and the angle of blood flow speed in the tiny sample volume specified by the sample length are considered as a case for debate of the physics principle of medical ultrasound.\[[@ref35]\] The top border of the speed range is adjusted by the sonographer or operator, to reduce artifacts and to improve the signal show. The changes in both Doppler-shift (effect) frequencies and pulse signal wave amplitudes are presented in the shape of a sine pulse wave, this signal waveform refers to a cardiac cycle. Some equipment automatically marks the line of the specified cardiac cycle utilizing built-in algorithms, also in some equipment, the cardiac cycle is marked manually. PSV or PV is the highest spot over the length region of the spectrum, whereas EDV or EV is the finish spot of the cardiac (heart) cycle. TAMV or TV is the highest speed values average of the peak. These measurement values are calculated from suitable points or spots of the spectrum and offered numerically (as a numbers or digits) on the monitor of most equipment. The pulsatility can be low when the Doppler wave appear with a wide systolic outline and gradually reduce toward the direction of the end-diastolic profile. This wave signal refer to that the vessels provide a vascular bottom that have very low resistance.\[[@ref18]\] High-pulsatility or high marginal resistance appears when the Doppler wave signal with sharp (severe) peak systolic outline profile and an inverted or lost diastolic profile.\[[@ref36]\] Moderate-pulsatility Doppler\'s shape almost occurs between the low- and high-resistance models. The region under the profile of the greater amounts of the spectral show is refer to the window \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. The information which appears on the window border is an index of several simultaneous Doppler frequency shifts of the signal and happens when a lot of the width range of the artery is taken for analysis, or the blood flow is confused. However, if the blood flow in the vessel is influenced by any turbulence, so the Doppler spectral fills in overall the window border and may overtake the fill value in border which is generating from the laminar flow.\[[@ref36]\] Flow trouble or the flow in several directions produces in a vast range of the Doppler frequency shifts.\[[@ref14][@ref35]\]

Doppler indices (peak systolic velocity, end diastolic velocity and time-average maximum velocities) of blood {#sec2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Blood flow in the vessel is influenced by two main factors, first one is the resistance given by the wall of vessel and second one is the pressure variation (blood vessel elasticity) between the ends of the vessel. While the first agent is specified by heart function and then, the proportional place of the artery vessel in the cardiac circulatory system, the second factor based on the main physiologic state of the artery vessel and the desire for the blood. Thus, any normal artery vessel in the human organs has a special flow model that is appear in Doppler spectral waveforms acquired with the medical Doppler ultrasonography (US), and hence, this indicate to both the physiologic and the anatomic need of the vessel. There are two main equations for calculating the PI and the RI from appeared spectral (See equations 1 and 2). Both the pulsatility index and the resistive index provide input about both the resistance and blood vessel elasticity or blood flow that has no ability to be acquired from measurements value of the velocity alone. The influences of difference in artery vessel angulation and diameter are not taken into account in the calculation of these indices. In other words, the PI and the RI calculation method are not affected by the angle of Doppler flow. The PI and RI can be applied to represent both the elasticity and resistance of downstream blood vessel. The best way to calculate the PI is through subtracting the end diastolic velocity EDV from the peak flow velocity PSV, then dividing by the Vm calculated; while the RI is calculated utilizing the peak systolic velocity as the denominator or divisor.\[[@ref17][@ref19][@ref36][@ref37][@ref38]\] Measurements of PSV, ESV, and systolic-diastolic S; D or S/D velocity ratio are significant since the peak systolic velocity is the primary Doppler parameter to be abnormal in stenosis.\[[@ref17]\]

The alternative choices of Doppler speed measurements are the Doppler indices. They are particularly valuable when sampling tiny, tortuous vessels and not straight part to evaluate the Doppler angle. Indices are proportions of speed measurements and thus are separate from the Doppler angle. Furthermore, the Doppler indices are explainable and able to be related to the hemodynamic, proximal (downstream) to the degree of the arterial examination. They provide both of the researcher and the clinician with conclusions and deductions on an obstacle proximal to sampled zone and on size of distal artery perfusion of a tissue or organ provided by the artery vessel. On this basis, indices functions can be deemed, that it is able to determine flow volume and the blood speed in the providing artery. Thus, the Doppler indices are calculated and then offered numerically through the device \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. They are calculated and computed from three values for PSV, EDV, and TAMV, as resulted from the spectrum power. The relationship between the RI and both soft tissues in the body and the range of vascular artery perfusion are inversely related. Hence, when the resistance increase, or RI increase, the perfusion will decrease. Furthermore, the relationship between the pulsatility index (PI) and the perfusion is also inversely related.\[[@ref14]\] Knowing of peak systolic velocity threshold is the greatest significant factor for vascular stenosis diseases.\[[@ref39][@ref40][@ref41][@ref42]\]

Blood flow detection, direction, and velocity profile {#sec2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------

Although that the Doppler shift frequency evaluated, but this does not immediately measure the blood speed. A vast range of hemodynamic data can be generated by Doppler spectral ultrasound. Such as, existent of the blood flow, the trend of flow, and speed of flow. First, flow detection. Determination of the existence of blood flow is one of the most utilizes of medical Doppler ultrasound. The detection of presence of blood flow via two-dimensional color flow map with duplex Doppler. However, caution should be taken into account when interpreting failure to discover the Doppler frequency shift as in these situations the flow may be existent but not within the sensitivity range of Doppler device. Second, flow direction. The demodulation of the mechanism allows locating the flow direction. Two types of flow direction, forward and backward or reverse, which are shown on the opposite part (side) of zero baseline. The flow direction of the blood in the vessels provides both clinicians and researchers with important hemodynamic data and information. The direction of the blood flow registered via Doppler flow scanning may differ with considering the place of the medical ultrasound probe and angle of the transmitted ultrasound beam. The blood flow direction is known as antegrade (flow would be in toward direction) when the flow direct with normal circulation and the spectral waveforms above the baseline, while the retrograde (flow of blood would be in the adverse direction) when it is against normal circulation and the spectral waveforms below the baseline. In addition, both the antegrade and the retrograde may be away or toward the probe.\[[@ref19][@ref36]\] Finally, flow velocity profile. The Doppler spectral form range may refer to the flow velocity profile, so the spectral can be broadening when the spectral range is broad or wide, but the spectral can be narrowing when the spectral range is thin or slim.\[[@ref43][@ref44]\]

When the spectral narrowing this typically refer to a plug or flat blood velocity since the blood is moving at identical speed, this case also usually can be shown in large vessels. In addition, the spectral narrowing is noticeable when the size or volume of sample is less than the lumen. In contrast, the spectral broadening is observed with parabolic flow where the blood flows at a wide range of velocity and make a broad range of Doppler shift.\[[@ref43]\] However, the main functions of Doppler device parameter it were concluded in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Main functions of Doppler device parameter

  Name of Doppler device parameter   Main functions
  ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Mean velocity evaluation           This exam supply evaluation of the precision of the Doppler system's evaluate of the mean Doppler scattered speed. In addition to the precision of the colour Doppler evaluate of the mean scattered speed
  Range gate                         Helps reveal blood flow signal wave
  Sample volume or sample length     This exam evaluate the sensitivity of range gate to make sure if it is extreme sensitive at the centre position of the gate
  Maximum velocity precision         This exam supply evaluation of the precision of the Doppler system's evaluate of the maximum Doppler scattered speed. In addition to the precision of the reveal the degree of arterial narrowing or stenosis
  Lowest detectable speed            This exam supply evaluation of the lowest speed that it is likely to show unambiguously
  Highest detectable speed           This exam supply evaluation of the highest speed that it is likely to show unambiguously on both the colour Doppler image or on the PW Doppler spectrum. The highest speed with some diseases or stenosis may be reach up to 500-600 cm/s and can show this speed on the spectrum without aliasing
  Spectral broadening                This exsam supply evaluation of the spectral Doppler broadening which cause by range of angles
  Flow direction                     This exam supply ability of the differentiate between flow towards and away from the probe
  Angle correction                   This exam supply ability to measures the accuracy of the angle correction the device
  Wall filter                        This exam remove intense signals from the vessel wall motion

Source from: Browne, J.E., A review of Doppler ultrasound quality assurance protocols and test devices. Physica Medica, 2014. 30(7): p. 742-751. PW: Pulsed wave

Pulse repetition frequency in medical Doppler ultrasound {#sec2-8}
--------------------------------------------------------

Frequency of ultrasound signal waves may be constant for sole-frequency probes and may be planned by the user for several frequency probes. The energy of the signal waves transmitted from the probe as well may be planned by the user to change the scanner sensibility in some styles, this control or plan process is called the voltage amplitude, output, or acoustic power different models. When the power increases, the signals\'waves become weak, and this makes assessing signals\'waves. The probe sends ultrasound signal waves in the form of pulses to let the time for receiving of the echo that return before another wave pulse is emitted. In most equipment, the Doppler PRF is monitored by rising or reducing the field range of speeds to be sampled. When the significant vessels of study are close to the probe or the blood flow is high, so the setting of high PRF is required. In contrast, when the significant vessels of study are far away from the probe or the blood flow of vessels is slow, the setting of low PRF is required.\[[@ref14][@ref45]\]

Aliasing artefact {#sec2-9}
-----------------

Aliasing artifact is an inexact show of spectral and color Doppler speed and takes place when the speed range exceeds the scale ready to show it. The highest speed scale is restricted by the number of US signal pulses per second that can be emitted and received by the probe. Precise description of frequency shifts demands a scale that is two times as big as the maximum shift (called as the Nyquist limit, when the speed of blood flow exceeds 1/2 the PRF).\[[@ref46]\] If the scale is so tiny, big shifts exceed the ready range and are shown as several tiny shifts. For spectral flow across the probe, the speed peak is cut off at the upper part of the scale and the lost part is written from the lowest part of the scale back toward the upper. The idea of a solution to spectral aliasing artefact is to decline the baseline or raising the speed scale, or reducing the Doppler frequency shift by raising the Doppler angle insonation.\[[@ref46][@ref47]\]

Phasicity against phase quantification {#sec2-10}
--------------------------------------

The Doppler spectral waveform has phasicity, which is made by the cardiac cycle that produce both the velocity and acceleration as a phasic blood flow, then the blood flow of samples shows as a phasic waveform. However, there are four types of phasicity. nonphasic waveform, which occurs when there is a constant flow or no acceleration or velocity, and the pulse waveform is smooth and flat in shape. Aphasic waveform, which occurs when there is no velocity, no phase, and no flow. Phasic waveform, which occurs when there is moderate ripple (superficial slopes and a tiny vertical range between inflections). Finally, "pulsatile" waveform, which occurs when there is clear ripple (steep or decline slopes and a wide or broad vertical range that placed between inflections) \[[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\].\[[@ref19]\] However, conventionally, radiologists have explained phases in word of acceleration alterations or inflection spots, relied on the notice that inflection spots produce audible (heard) sounds at medical Doppler ultrasound. According to this method, the flow manner is qualified as "monophasic" when there is a low pulsatility waveforms and it is flow usually in forward direction, "biphasic" when there are two sounds heard through each cycle or medium pulsatility Doppler waveforms are distinguished by both sharp and tall systolic peaks with direct forward flow throughout the diastole, and as "triphasic" when there is three sounds are heard through each cycle or high great pulsatility Doppler waveforms that have narrow, long, and sharp systolic peaks, a short flow reversal (under baseline) and a forward flow phase.\[[@ref17][@ref48]\]

![Phasicity, graphs clarify the different waveforms. The expressions terms utilized to describe the grade of waveform ripple empirically describe the speed and acceleration features of the waveform. Keep in mind that all of pulsatile, phasic and nonphasic flow waveforms all of them have Phasicity \[[@ref19]\]](JMU-26-3-g005){#F4}
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Indications for common carotid artery sonographic examination {#sec2-11}
-------------------------------------------------------------

People who elected for estimation of CCA stenosis can be divided into two main groups: symptomatic group (which is consist of patients with neurologic incidents such as, patients with transient ischemic attack, amaurosis fugax, and a minor stroke) and asymptomatic group (which contains patients with cervical bruit, endarterectomy, and neck mass).\[[@ref49][@ref50][@ref51][@ref52]\] Concerning CCA sonography for examination before major cardiovascular operation, in a modern study which done by Ascher *et al*.\[[@ref53]\] on several numbers of patients who subjected to open heart operation and pre surgery CCA duplex sonography, that the most important risk factor of CCA disease is the patient age. They decided that CCA examination before coronary artery surgery (open heart) should be fully recommended for all older patients (more than 60 years), but for younger patients (\<60 years) with two or extra major risk factors: diabetes, smoking, and hypertension.

Spectral analysis of common carotid artery {#sec2-12}
------------------------------------------

The spectral shows in CCA that the system is examined cm/s instead of kHz frequency shift.\[[@ref54]\] Measurements of velocities should be applied exclusively through testing of the CCA for several reasons: First one, speed values are naturally more precise than frequency shift measurements, due to the "Doppler angle" between the probe line and the flow direction should be known to change frequency shift to velocity. The Doppler shift differences in direct relationship to the Doppler angle, since the Doppler angle is unsteady due to period-to-period difference in the alignment of the medical Doppler probe proportion to the artery vessel lumen. For this reason, measurements of Doppler frequency or Doppler shift may change from site-to-site in the vessels with a regular flow. Second one, speeds (velocities) measurements are global standardization of flow parameters.

The blood flow of CCA is distinguished by low flow resistance because around 70% of blood flow in CCA is transmitted to the internal carotid circulation. If there is an obstruction in CCA, so the waveform supposed to be high pulsatility and an amplitude of waveform will reduce because of decreasing of blood flow inside the CCA. The best and simplest successful method to interpret and explain CCA pulsatility is to match visually the pulse waveforms registered on the screen monitor. In normal CCA, the flow shapes should be uniformly and should have flow over diastole. However, when the occlusion or the obstruction exists, the asymmetrical flow in diastole will appear.\[[@ref55]\] The flow velocity through the artery will increase if there is no obstruction in CCA and the pulsatility is high. In this case, high resistance features will appear symmetrically or uniformly in the CCA waveforms; moreover, with infrequent exceptions, the diastolic of the blood flow will stay above (over) the zero baseline.

The domain, site, anatomy, and characteristics of the CCA should be recorded first with gray-scale imaging using B-mode.\[[@ref17]\] Using color Doppler imaging is necessary to discover the regions of defect blood flow which need Doppler spectral analysis. The speed of blood flow through the proximal, mid, and distal CCA should be measured, and spectral Doppler analysis of the PW should be carried out.\[[@ref56]\] The physical challenges will be minimal since we are dealing with phantom or with the fixed sample.\[[@ref57]\] duplex Doppler scanning technique in CCA also helps to measure the volume flow which is performed through measuring the lumen diameter on the B-mode image, the highest flow in systole stage, and calculation of the cross-sectional region. When the four cardiac cycles or gear pump which take place instead of heart inflow phantom are completed, the average flow velocity is calculated by Doppler spectrum. The device then calculates the volume flow automatically.

The Doppler angle of CCA should be \<60°,\[[@ref17][@ref58]\] because if the angle of CCA is more than 60°. The measurements are less likely to be precise.\[[@ref9]\] In other words, to recognize why the Doppler angle should be lower than 60°, one needs to understand how the Doppler angle is utilized in the calculation of blood flow velocity. When the Doppler angle increases from 0° to 60°, Cos angle decreases from 1 to 0.5; while, when the Doppler angle increases from 60° to 90°, Cos angle decreases from 0.5 to 0.\[[@ref19]\] The best angle of effectiveness is in range 45° ± 4°. Regular utilize of an appropriate Doppler angle of effectiveness for speed measurements in the CCA decreases errors in speed measurements regarding the difference in the Doppler angle. The most popular error resulted by the operator is that improper alignment of the spectral Doppler angle of effectiveness with the trend of the blood flow.\[[@ref57]\]

The best place of the sample length (sample volume box) or (sample gate) in normal CCA artery vessel is in the middle of the lumen in parallel direct to the artery vessel wall, while in an abnormal CCA it should be in parallel form to the trend of the blood flow. The sample length should be located away from the vessel wall, to avoid the artificial spectral broadening. The broadening of spectral Doppler results from several factors such as trouble in the blood flow, increase in Doppler angle, increase in sample length (volume) box more than 3.5 mm, high PW Doppler gain adjusting and sample length (volume) box located near to the vessel wall.\[[@ref19][@ref59]\] The size of the sample length (volume) box is usually preserved between 2 and 3 mm. The Doppler signal will be lost when the sample length is too small (1.5 mm). However, the degree or level of spectral Doppler broadening is relating to the intensity of blood flow trouble and extent of the stenosis.\[[@ref17][@ref44][@ref57][@ref60]\] Information or data for the spectral waveform is gained from a tiny (typically from 2 to 4 mm) sample length that is positioned in the center of the artery vessel by the operator.\[[@ref19]\]

The color box (also called as the Doppler sampling window) is sited above the artery vessel to be interrogated. Moreover, the volume of the color window set to contain all ROI. Modification of the Doppler angle of effectiveness can be obtained by altering pre-set color box Doppler angles from all directions like left to center or right, also angling the probe to make sure that the spectral angle of effectiveness is lower than 60°. While the scale of color velocity (speed) is the most significant factor of the CCA ultrasound color Doppler setup.\[[@ref17]\] The scale of color velocity is a sonographer-determined domain of velocities which needs adjustment, similar to the window border and degree of a gray-scale image. Since it is not equivalent to the PRF, and hence, the relationship between the PRF and the velocity scale is a proportional relationship. There is an inverse relationship between the PRF and the period between emitted pulses, so when low color speed scale is applied, the image frame rate may look like slow.\[[@ref37][@ref61]\] When the color velocity scale is adjusted below the level of the Vm of the blood flow, the aliasing artefact during the artery vessel lumen will appear.\[[@ref62]\] In contrast, when the color velocity scale is adjusted sufficiently higher than the Vm of blood flow, the aliasing artefact will disappear, but the stenosis missed. The area or ROI should be re-estimated by applying very low color velocity adjusting (15 cm/s) to improve discover of the trickle flow. In a normal CCA ultrasound scanning, the scale of color velocity should be adjusted at a range of 30--40 cm/s.\[[@ref57]\] However, the control of color or Doppler gain must be adjusted so that color only attains the intimal surface of artery vessel. When the color gain adjusting is very low, the small flow may go undiscovered. When a high color gain adjusting is used, "bleeding" of the color that covers the vessel wall and surrounding the tissues may restrict the vision of the vessel plaque surface then may make an incorrect arrangement or position of the Doppler angle modification with the direction of the blood flow through the scanning of a PW Doppler.\[[@ref28]\] The thickness of the intima (innermost coating or membrane) of vessels should at all times be carried out on a gray-scale image.\[[@ref57]\]

The thickness of the intima-media of the CCA is a measurable indicator of the existence of some abnormalities. The longitudinal vision of the normal CCA wall shows two almost parallel echogenic lines; both the inner (internal) and the outer (external) lines. The internal line shows the interface of the lumen-intima, while the external line shows the interface of the media-adventitia. The collective thickness of intima and media is the distance between them.\[[@ref63]\] The reflections of the lumen-intima should be thin, fine, straight, and parallel to the adventitial layer.\[[@ref64]\] The measurement of the intima-media thickness of the CCA necessary to know if the presence of stroke or atherosclerosis.\[[@ref62][@ref65][@ref66]\] Measurements of intima-media thickness should be acquired from a gray-scale image, but not from a color Doppler image. Thus, we advise applying of the linear probe with higher-frequency more than 7 MHz with structure and consistent imaging to minimize the near-field artefacts.\[[@ref67]\] High values of the intima-media thickness have also resulted in a physiological influence of aging.\[[@ref68]\] The normal value of intima-media thickness is \<1 mm.

The study of the plaque forms or morphology, like the surface exterior, the existence of ulceration, echogenicity of the plaque, also the existence of the plaque and the stenosis, is significant for estimating future of the cardiovascular events.\[[@ref69]\] Generally, it is highly recommended to make the depiction of the plaque form from a grayscale image through CCA Doppler US examination. The description should contain surface exterior, the existence of ulceration, echogenicity of the plaque, also the existence of plaque and stenosis. On B-mode imaging, the echogenicity of the plaque supports to grade them as low, medium, or highly echogenic, and in that way determined the kind of the plaque. To distinguish a calcified from non-calcified plaques by its appearances as homogeneous or heterogeneous appearances.\[[@ref17]\] There are three descriptions of the echogenicity of the plaque: first, one is echogenic plaque and second is isoechoic plaque and Finally, echo lucent plaque, or heterogeneous plaque. When the echogenicity of the plaque is similar to the intima-media complex, thus the plaque morphology is an isoechoic plaque. When the echogenicity at the surface of the plaque with depression by more than 2 mm so the plaque has ulceration.\[[@ref62]\]

Normal velocity of blood in the CCA is typically between 25-45 cm/s. Thus, high blood flow (\>135 cm/s) in CCA caused by high cardiac output or high velocities flow by a gear pump. The systolic peak must be measured after a uniform beat. Measurements of PSV, ESV, and systolic-diastolic S; D or S/D velocity ratio are significant since the peak systolic velocity is the primary Doppler parameter to be abnormal in stenosis.\[[@ref17]\] A normal PSV range in CCA should be nearly 60--100 cm/s or 78--118 cm/s or \<125 cm/s, above this range there may be some stenosis or obstruction occur.\[[@ref9][@ref38][@ref70]\] A normal EDV range in CCA should be nearly between 20 and 32 cm/sec, the RI between 0.72 and 0.84 cm/s, and PI 0.98--1.94 cm/s.\[[@ref38][@ref71]\] The ordinary normal speed (velocity) of the CCA is between 30 and 40 cm/s (30--40 cm/s).\[[@ref62]\] Usually, a PI realized as very high resistance, moderately high resistance, then high resistance, low resistance, and very low resistance when PI \>2, between 1.7 and 1.9, between 1.2 and 1.6, between 0.6 and 1.1, and \<0.6, respectively.\[[@ref36]\] In other words, the waveform of the high speed of end-diastolic blood flow that indicates an extra steady blood supply over an entire cardiac cycle and lower resistance in the downstream vasculature, when a PI \<1.2 and a diastolic/systolic ratio \>25% shows low resistance in the downstream vasculature. Moreover, when a PI \<0.6 and a diastolic/systolic ratio \>50% (\>2.0) shows very low resistance. However, the waveform of low speed of end-diastolic blood flow that indicates higher resistance in the downstream vasculature. When an RI in the range \>0.7 or PI in the range \>1.2 indicates to as a high resistance waveform.\[[@ref36]\] Normally, the waveforms of the CCA supposed to be low resistance RIs ranging from 0.55 to 0.7 due to overbalance of carotid flow going into the internal carotid artery.\[[@ref32]\] In addition, the systolic peaks (PSV) of the CCA is moderately broad, also the quantity of flow throughout diastole is moderate too.\[[@ref63]\]

Limitations of detection of carotid artery stenosis using spectral Doppler ultrasonography {#sec2-13}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tortuosity of carotid artery due to minor coiling and twisting to aggregation may transfer a high peak velocity in the carotid artery. For instance, the loss of plaques like an origin of raised velocities should be certain on both the gray and color flow scale imaging. Furthermore, the plaques that calcified in a heavy form may work as a barrier to the medical Doppler ultrasound waves, also, it may lead to posterior acoustic shadowing. Thus, this acoustic shadow allows the concerned segment unable to be reached to gray scale and medical Doppler ultrasound examination. In the existence of a peripheral calcified plaque, the flow styles directly distal to the trauma or the lesion must be noticed: perceivable stenosis should be excluded when the blood flow stays normal or moderately troubled.\[[@ref72]\] The peak systolic velocity values of the carotid artery are less credible when differences in cardiovascular physiologic cases are existing, like low or high cardiac output, aortic artery abnormalities and hypertension.\[[@ref73]\]

C[ONCLUSION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-5}
========================

Recently, spectral Doppler medical ultrasound has grown to be a full portion of diagnostics across a diversity of medical specialties. Spectral Doppler ultrasound was utilized to separate normal blood flow from abnormal blood flow in almost all parts of the body. However, each artery or vessel into the body has its own individual normal sign waveform that distinguishes it from pathologic sign waveform. Thus, it is very significant to know both the normal and abnormal sign waveforms when estimating for malformation with Doppler ultrasound. Moreover, duplex and color Doppler ultrasound are the initial imaging testing done for the diagnosis the stenosis in the CCA with respect to cost-effectiveness and its dual capacity to estimate the hemodynamic and morphologic abnormalities. A united protocol of testing, experience among sonographer, specialists of diagnostic imaging, and quality assurance are very important to guarantee reliable results. In spite of duplex imaging cannot exactly realizes the percentage of stenosis diameter, some of stenosis diameters able to be achieved with known diagnostic strata. However, diagnosis the CCA by Doppler ultrasound is more effective, less cost, and less harmful than computed tomographic angiography, and magnetic resonance angiography.
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